SCSA Practice Rules and Regulations
Use of these bays are RESTRICTED. Steel Challenge allowed calibers ONLY. ANYONE caught with a high
powered gun on these bays (cased or uncased) will be banned for life.
You MUST be a CLASSIFIED, USPSA, STEEL CHALLENGE or IDPA Member to use. NO EXCEPTIONS. You
MUST show proof of this to be allowed to use the bays. Your classification card or other form of proof
(screen shot of your classification showing your full name and classification) You only have to show it
once, there will be a log kept.
Cost
Members $10
Non-members $35 per day, NOT per gun
 SCSA hours are 9 am till 4:30 pm
 Classified shooters may bring up to 2 non classified shooters per squad/group
 Classified shooters are responsible for guests and any damage they may cause to targets/
stands,
 We (management) understand wood/sticks, are a casualty of the sport.
 You must CHECK IN at RSO/Pro Shop BEFORE going to bays, and you must CHECK OUT with RSO
before leaving. You may be required to give your driver’s license to RSO to hold while you shoot.
 No Magnum ammo
 Shooters will paint all targets before they leave the stage. Paint is available at the Pro Shop for
$5 a can
 Shooters will pick up ALL their brass (including .22’s) before leaving the stage
 You may shoot as many guns as you wish
 You may shoot on a stage as long as you wish, except,,
 You must yield to other shooters there for practice, limit yourselves to 100 rounds per STAGE if
others are waiting to use that bay. You may come back to it if you wish, use common sense.
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 Shooters must follow ALL range and match procedures
 Shooting is only allowed from the shooting boxes
 Report broken sticks to RSO on duty for replacement, DO NOT take a target stick from another
bay, ALL sticks are laser measured for each target.
 Do NOT move any targets or stands
 NO paper or other targets on steel bays
 NO Chronographing on these bays, go to regular (1-18) bay for this, NO EXCEPTION
 To sight in a new gun/optic, use the regular (1-18) bays, NO EXEPTIONS (minor adjustments are
ok)
 In the event that you cannot unload your gun, place it on a safe table and find a RSO for
instructions
 Violation of any of these rules may result in you being banned from the bays/club
 Timers available at Pro Shop to rent, $5 a day
 Brass mats available at Pro Shop to rent, $5 a day
 Ammo is available in the Pro Shop
If you wish to hold a classifier match for any reason, contact Greg Kerce (Match Director) and
arrangements will be made
Private and group instruction is available for any and all SCSA divisions, with some of the highest ranking
shooters in their divisions. We can cover everything from, How to set up your gear, how to draw your
gun (fast), proper stance, target acquisition, Stage prep, proper target engagement. Our instructors have
over 35 years of combined competition experience to help you achieve your goals and move up in class.
For more information on any of the above, contact the Match Director,
Greg Kerce
Match Director, First Coast Steel Shooters/Volusia County Gun and Hunt Club
(386)559-2203
Houseriver207@live.com
Sanctioned Steel Challenge match schedule;
First Sunday of the month
Second Saturday of the month
Fourth Sunday of the month
Every Thursday
Check VCGHC calendar for cancelations due to major matches, construction, weather, etc
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